
The Content Explosion: New 

Content Sources and New 

Content



What is an “MCN”?

Wikipedia says, “A multi-channel network (MCN) is an organization that works with video 

platforms such as YouTube, to offer assistance to a channel owner in areas such as 

"product, programming, funding, cross-promotion, partner management, digital rights 

management, monetization/sales, and/or audience development"[1] in exchange for a 

percentage of the ad revenue from the channel.“

You may know them as:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YouTube
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_channel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-channel_network#cite_note-YouTube-1


MCN’s/Next-Gen Media Companies

Maker Studios (Disney)

AwesomenessTV (Dreamworks Animation/Verizon Hearst Media)

Fullscreen (JV: AT&T/Chernin Group)

Machinima (Warner)

The Orchard (Sony)















What about Subscription VOD and 

streaming?

iTunes first burst onto the scene back in 2007 

with TV episodes available for download.

Then Netflix arrived.

Then Hulu.

Then the major networks launched their own 

VOD plays.  In fact, these days some networks 

like the CW have more digital views across their 

network than broadcast views.



Driving original content

Then in 2013, Netflix announced the launch of 

“House of Cards”, produced by the network for a 

price tag of $100m.

Within a few short years, the major online video 

platforms were in an arms race -- fueled by 

bigger and better original content.

Just this year, Amazon’s “Manchester by the 

Sea” getting the first Oscar nomination for Best 

Picture on a film created by a streaming service.



Don’t forget the social networks

Over the past few years, total video 

views on the internet has been driven 

by views of personally generated 

content on FaceBook, SnapChat and 

Twitter.

But these platforms are now turning 

their eye to longer forms of content 

and live events.



How big is the explosion?



How do they make money?

Classically, “Prime Time 

Network TV” generates $20-30 

“CPM” (per thousand viewers) 

from advertising based on 

Nielsen ratings

YouTube MCNs deliver $8-10 CPMs, 

but Google keeps 60% of the take.

The trend in the past 2-3 years has 

been to move beyond a single 

platform, garnering higher CPMs 

($10-20) but paying for the 

technology stack (~20%) and the 

AdSales team (or giving a cut to the 

AdNetwork)



Why does this matter to everyone in the 

room?

As content distribution models change, 

the source of funding for content 

creation change, impacting how 

budgets are developed and created 

For example, Netflix produces all original 

content in 4k and delivers it to 180+ 

countries around the world with 

subtitling and localization to match.
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Curt Marvis, President and Co-Founder at 

QYou

Albert Lai, CTO at Brightcove


